
US: Study Shows Decline in White Population,
Democrats Cheer

written by GEG | August 19, 2021

Democrats are intentionally accelerating demographic change in this country to expand
the number of brand-new voters. Democrats are openly celebrating it while demonizing
anybody else who questions or criticizes it as racist or a conspiracy theorist.

White Farmer’s Brutal Murder Spurs Protests
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The police are seen as useless in stopping farm murders and other crimes while
politicians, seeking to grab land, ignore farm murders and some even encourage it. The
governing ANC has endorsed a policy of expropriation of land without compensation.
Parliament has begun the process to enact the law.

Chinese Ambassador Accuses US and EU Leaders
of ‘Genocide Policy’ Against Whites
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Dr. Zhao Yongchen wrote, “In Europe and America, the birth rate of whites has fallen
very seriously. Is this the result of the genocide policy pursued by their leaders?”
Whites are projected to be a minority anywhere from 2030 to 2050.
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Predicts That White Population in America
Soon Will be the Minority, Then Says: ‘So
Watch Your A–!’
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Judith Browne Dianis was recorded on video counting down the days until white people
become a minority in 2042. She said, “People say that demographics aren’t destiny, well,
we are trying to make it destiny.” [May we assume that the ‘we” to whom she refers
includes George Soros?]

South Africa: Widow Retells Story of
Terrifying Farm Attack While the Government
Denies the Violence
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Farm attacks have reportedly risen from 100 to 200 per year in 2012 to more than 400 in
2018, yet the Western mainstream media ignores the problem or tries to ‘debunk’ it.

South African Woman Who Used Facebook to
Condemn the Murders of White Farmers Was,
Herself, Beaten to Death
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Annette Kennealy, a prominent activist against the rampant murder of white farmers in
South Africa, was brutally murdered with knife and hammer. She was staying at a farm
with her employee, Kenny Ramantswana, who was arrested on charges of murder and robbery.

Spokesman for Revolutionary Socialist Party
in South Africa Says White “Existence Is a
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Black First, Land First (BLF) party leader Lindsay Maasdorp, says white “existence is a
crime”. Maasdorp has come under fire in the past for his post on Facebook and Twitter
stating, “I have aspirations to kill white people, and this must be achieved!”

Stefan Molyneux and Lauren Southern Censored
in New Zealand: Debate Canceled and Speech
Silenced in News Interview
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Stefan Molyneux and Lauren Southern have been touring Australia and New Zealand, giving
talks about multiculturalism, immigration, IQ differences between races, white genocide
in South Africa, and the war on Western culture. When they were in New Zealand, the
owner of the venue canceled and they were censored in an interview on a news program.
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Obama Congratulated South Africa on Being an
Inspiration Just as the Gov’t Prepares to
Seize Land from White Farmers
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Tucker Carlson reveals that Obama gave a speech in South Africa last month and thanked
SA President Cyril Ramaphosa for “inspiring new hope in this great country!”  Ramaphosa
announced he will change his country’s constitution to seize land from white farmers,
without compensation, which is purely based on racial grounds. 
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South Africa: Boer farmers, who descended from Dutch settlers, are being brutally
slaughtered due to racial animosity, and because they own great swaths of land that the
Bantu people are told was stolen from them. South Africa is arid, and the Boer farmers
who developed modern agricultural skills made the land sufficiently productive to feed
the nation.

Writer for HuffPost of Germany Calls for
Abolishing the Native German People
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Writer Veit Lindner advocates for replacing  German people with foreigners to stop
populism.  The writer’s views are not that different from some German globalist
politicians who promote ethnic Germans becoming a minority. 

Zimbabwe “Doomed Without Whites,” Says
Outgoing Member of Parliament
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Zimbabwe purged whites from the land and then the farms died, creating mass starvation
among the population.  Recently, MP Joseph Tshuma was reported to have commented that
his country cannot prosper without the involvement of the whites in its affairs and that
no other country was capable of developing without the whites.
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